The aim of this paper is to investigate topological properties of unbounded operator algebras j^dZ/CD) and its stability under the formation of topological tensor products A\ ®ad-2. It is used the method to define topological properties by operator. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
The present paper is concerned with the study of the formation of topological tensor products Ai® a Az of unbounded operator algebras jtf z-C L + (Di), where Did Hi are Frechet domains of definition, L + (Di) are the maximal operator *-algebras on Di and a is an arbitrary tensor norm. Recall that tensor products of operators play an important role in the quantum field theory.
It is well-known that an operator algebra A with ^ CLj$dL + (D) is a (DF)-space, if D is a Frechet space and "6 is the space of very continuous operators, see [l l] . But the injective tensor product of (DF)-spaces is not a (DF)-space in general. Therefore we will use the concept of (DF)-spaces by operator (DFO). By this condition we obtain good stability properties by taking topological tensor products. The method to define topological properties by operator was introduced by A. Peris for quasinormable spaces and for (DF)-spaces, see [3] and the method was studied for (DF)-spaces with strong dual density condition by the author, see [8] . In Section 3 we will prove that a lot of operator algebras A satisfy the (DFO)-condition. For such algebras the tensor product j4i®a*&2 is a (DF)-space.
In Section 4 we will investigate conditions such that j4 and j^i® a j^2 are bornological (DF)-spaces. For this purpose we need the concept of the density condition (DC) and the strong dual density condition (SDDC). The density condition was introduced by S. Heinrich [5] in the context of ultrapowers of locally convex spaces. The (SDDC) was introduced and investigated by K.D. Bierstedt and J. Bonet in [l] and [2] .
It is known that if L^(D} or a dense operator algebra j4 is bornological, then D has to satisfy (DC), see [6] . The converse assertion is a tough problem and we need in addition that D has partitions of /. Then we get that all ideals j4dL + (D) satisfy the strong dual density condition by operator (SDDCO) and have good stability properties by taking tensor products. This implies that A and j4i® a j42, respectively, are bornological.
§2. Notations and Preliminaries
The notation for locally convex spaces is standard. If E is a locally convex space, U(E) stands for the system of all absolutely convex closed 0-neighbourhoods in E and S(E) stands for the system of all absolutely convex bounded sets in E. If V is an absolutely convex set, we denote by pv the Minkowski functional of V, by pv l (ti) the kernel of pv and if V is in addition absorbent, we denote by Ev the quotient E/pv^Q). Further if E and F are locally convex spaces, then £b(E, F) denotes the space of all continuous linear mappings from E into F endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded sets of E. We write [10] , [ll] and [13] .
§3. The (DF)-Property by Operator for Unbounded Operator Algebras
In this section we will prove several propositions about permanence of the (DF)-property by taking topological tensor products of unbounded operator algebras on (F)-domains. K.-D. Kiirsten proved in [ll] that the very continuous operators t? and the *-algebra L + (D) are (DF)-spaces. We will obtain that these spaces are (DF)-spaces by operator and have good stability properties by taking tensor products. (DF)-spaces by operator were investigated in [8] and [12] .
Definition 3.1. A locally convex space E with an increasing fundamental sequence (Mk)°k=i of bounded sets is said to be (DF)-space by operator, abbreviated by (DFO)-space, if
and (/*-I! Remark. From the characterization of (DF)-spaces given by Bierstedt and Bonet in [2] , Lemma 5.A., we deduce that a (DFO)-space is always a (DF)-space:
A locally convex space is a (DF)-space if and only if it has an increasing fundamental sequence (M^)~=i of bounded sets such that for every positive sequence (<£*)&=i and for every sequence (U n )n=i of 0-neighbourhoods in E, there is U^U(E) such that Now we give a characterization of the (DFO)-property for reflexive spaces, see [8] , Theorem 2.3.
Proposition 3.2. Let E be a reflexive (DF)-space. Then the following assertions are equivalent :
1. E is a (DFO) -space.
X®e E (and Lb(X, E), resp.) is a (DF)-space for each Banach space

X.
It is clear that a Banach space is always a (DFO)-space. For examples and counter-examples see [8] . By Lemma 5 and Proposition 7 in [12] we have the following
Proposition 3.3. If a is a tensor norm and E, F are (DFO)-spaces, then E® a F is a (DF)-space.
The next theorem states that Dl is a (DFO)-space and it gives more information about the operators (S*)"=i if D is an (F)-domain. 
BO(UH).
Now we choose a sequence (e*)"=i with 0<£A!<mm{^^, /l^} and 2~kVk for all ^eN. On the linear space we define a hermitian sesquilinear form t once more by (2) There exists a positive selfadjoint operator 5 acting on Dt^H with domain D t and <Sp, 8</>> = t(<p, ^) for ^, ^eD. We set again B: = S~2®Q\ D€ with respect to the orthogonal direct sum D t @(HQD t \ Note that S 2 B\ Di = Io t . For more details relative to this construction see [10] . Since Dt 0^Dt , it follows ker Bdker Bo.
Define V: = {f^Dt:\\Bf\\^l}^U(Dt) and S*: = e*Aifietf. We conclude and the first relation of Theorem 3.4 is satisfied. Fix some n^N. Let ftDt, ^Vn^D and set <p: = Bd^U H^D (S 2 )^D. Since £ k Ai<p<^£ k N k , it follows \<6kAlq>, </>y\<2~k for all ^>^ by choice of the sequence (e*)"=i. By 
where C/^*)*=i is an increasing fundamental sequence of bounded sets in £. By construction the linear operators Qk(A) = ^SiARj leave A invariant. This implies Qk\^£(j4, j4) and it is readily seen that j4 satisfies an analogous condition to (7) Quasinormable Frechet spaces and Frechet-Montel spaces are examples for spaces satisfying (DC), see [5] . For examples and counter-examples of (F)-domains with (DC) see [6] and [?] . By taking polars, it follows that the (F)-space E satisfies (DC) if and only if the strong dual E' b satisfies (SDDC). Remark that Ui is 0(E', ^-compact, such that jTU^i/^C/* is closed. It is readily seen, that (SDDCO) implies (SDDC). We give a characterization of the (SDDCO) property analogous to the (DFO)-property in Section 3. For details see [8] , Theorem 1.6. 
E satisfies the strong dual density condition by operator (SDDCO). 2. X® S E (and Lb(X, E), resp.) satisfies the strong dual density condition (SDDC) for each Banach space X.
Remark. The direction (!)=> (2) is valid for arbitrary (DF)-spaces.
If E is a reflexive (DFO)-space, then (SDDC) implies (SDDCO), see [8] , Theorem 2.4. Thus (SDDC) and (SDDCO) are equivalent properties for Dl. But we know nothing about the linear operators Qk. We are going to study this operators for a large class of (F)-domains. The next definition substitutes the properties (1)~(3) in [13] , Proposition 4.1.4. 
. Let D be a commutatively dominated (F)-domain, i.e. where T is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space H and h k is a sequence of real measurable functions on the spectrum a(T) of T such that l = hi(t) and hk(t) 2 <h( k +i)(t) a.e. for all
V£>0
Then D has partitions of I.
We note that a quasinormable (F)-space always satisfies (DC). Thus a quasinormable (F)-domain is a domain satisfying (DC) with partitions of /.
Proof . Let us be given a positive sequence (£k)°k=\ and the fundamental system (N k }°k=i of bounded sets in Dt. We define bounded sets -B 
Choose m and the operators in (13) 
where J&CNxN is a finite subset.
Proof. Since E and G are (DFO)-spaces, E and Gb satisfy the conditions (j) and (jj) in the proof of [12] , Theorem 13. Thus <£b(G'b, E} is a (DF)-space. By taking polars of (17) We omit the proof. is a bornological (DF)-space, too. Since this property is hereditary under taking projective tensor products, see [9] , §41. (7) and (8) , and under taking quotients, it follows that X ® a j4 2 is a bornological (DF)-space. By the same argument for we prove the assertion. 
